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Q&A with an expert: An inside look at the SEC’s 
XBRL use from a former deputy director of DERA
By Scott Bauguess, McCombs Business School, University of Texas at Austin

Scott Bauguess spent 12 years at the SEC, most recently as the Deputy Director and Deputy 
Chief Economist in the SEC’s Division of Economic and Risk Analysis (DERA). He is now on the 
faculty of the McCombs Business School, University of Texas at Austin. He is the director of the 
Securities Markets Regulation program in its Center for Enterprise and Policy Analytics.

Dimensions spoke with Dr. Bauguess for insight into the SEC’s current use of XBRL and the future 
of the SEC’s analytical program, including machine learning for reviewing narrative disclosures. 

 This interview expresses the views of Dr. Bauguess and does not necessarily reflect the views of any current or past employers.

How does Inline XBRL further the benefits of machine-readable structured data for the SEC, filers, and the market?
One of the biggest benefits is that Inline XBRL makes the data interactive in a way that XBRL was intended to do from the 
onset—but did not initially because of how filers reported a separate instance document with that information. Now when 
you go to an Inline XBRL filing, you see the information displayed right there. It is easier for someone preparing the 
documents to find mistakes, as they are rendered right into the filing. It reduces silly types of errors, such as sign errors, 
because you see them rendered in the document. It is very intuitive.
What I think may really advance the use of XBRL data is vendors embedding it into their own applications. If you look at an 
XBRL filing on SEC.gov, in the EDGAR filing system today, it is a really beautiful representation of the information. You can 
scroll over figures, click on information, see the metadata, and better understand what the values are.
There is no reason why a vendor could not enhance that and start adding its own content in a way the SEC cannot. For 
example, instead of having the past four quarters of revenue, you could have the past ten years of revenue. The SEC cannot 
do those types of enhancements because they would potentially be perceived as investment guidance. But a vendor can 
certainly do that. This was the big hope at the SEC when I was there. The more you get people using the data directly, the 
better that data becomes.
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The SEC has focused on modernizing disclosure. How does XBRL fit into 
those efforts?
Increase in the interactivity of the data is, I think, the single biggest benefit that 
comes from structured disclosure. For example, the disclosure divisions at the 
SEC—Trading and Markets, Investment Management, Corporation Finance—are 
writing the rules that create the disclosures; but among the biggest users of that 
data at the SEC are the Office of Compliance, Inspections, and Examinations 
(OCIE) and Enforcement. The more feedback they give, when that data is more 
directly usable from the filings themselves in all of the tools and analytics, the 
better the three policy divisions can augment change or enhance those 
disclosures.

You were the Deputy Director of the SEC’s Division of Economic and Risk 
Analysis (DERA). What is its role in the agency?
DERA is the economics unit of the SEC. It does four things. First, it provides 
economic analyses to support rulemaking. Second, it provides litigation support 
to the Division of Enforcement about the economics of the litigation—for 
example, helping to understand damages and identifying the magnitude of 
issues and problems. Third, DERA engages in risk assessment: trying to identify 
problem areas in markets, such as likely areas of misconduct or likely areas of 
market risk. Fourth —and embedded in each of the other three activities—are 
data services provided by a large number of DERA staff, such as structured-
data support and tool development. A lot of these activities overlap with other 
offices and divisions, but the biggest site of these activities in the SEC is DERA. 
One view of my role as Deputy Director was as the chief operating officer of the 
division. There is a director and chief economist who is the appointed leader of 
the division. But they usually serve for a year or two, maybe three at the most. 
The deputy position is the permanent position that maintains continuity of the 
division’s operations through administration and leadership changes at the SEC.

How has DERA itself evolved with the use of XBRL and other forms of 
structured data?
Early on, the use of structured data was fairly ad hoc, at least in the context of 
Form 10-K. A lot of it related to solving problems, such as: What pension-fund 
liabilities are buried in the footnotes across all companies filing with the SEC? 
That became an easier task with XBRL because of the tagging in the footnotes.
Over time, the use of XBRL expanded. DERA developed tools that let anyone at 
the SEC use XBRL data from corporate filings directly in a way that is 
appropriate for agency staff: disclosure reviewer, operations person, 
investigator, examiner. These tools let them search for information according to 
what their role is and how they want it to be presented. The Corporate Issuer 
Risk Assessment (CIRA) model is one example. When I was leaving the agency, 
DERA had just rolled out a data-query viewer to the entire Division of 
Corporation Finance, and it was on track to be released to the entire agency.
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What is the CIRA tool? Why should filers and counsel be aware of it?
Imagine a tool that could bucket certain indicators at a company according to 
what an examiner, investigator, or disclosure reviewer would want to know. CIRA 
does that. It organizes metrics according to liquidity, leverage, performance 
metrics, operating margins, turnover, measures of working capital, valuations, 
accounts receivable, revenues, etc.
There are any number of metrics that are widely used at companies. CIRA 
aggregates them all into types of disclosures and provides outlier indicators for 
those measures. For example, you may have ten working-capital measures, and 
among those ten measures a company may present seven that are 90th-
percentile outliers. That immediately gives a signal to a disclosure-review staffer 
or examiner that something is out of the ordinary there. Why are they outliers?, 
examiners might ask. It gives them a place to look in a financial statement. 
Generally, outliers in a company tend to be bunched in particular areas. They 
highlight areas of concern that investors may or may not be aware of or 
responding to.

Does CIRA use XBRL?
Originally it did not. It was built to use data from a data aggregator, such as 
Standard & Poor’s Compustat. The reason was that XBRL did not have a long 
enough history. Most data aggregators go back decades, which is important for 
building models and looking for trends. That is less of an issue now that there 
are eight or nine years of XBRL data.
There still are some normalization problems with XBRL data. Data aggregators 
do a better job of normalizing and making data comparable across companies 
than filers do themselves in XBRL reporting. However, CIRA has over the years 
increasingly incorporated XBRL data in its dashboard. A lot of it is cross-
sectional data or artifacts that are not otherwise reported by data aggregators. It 
becomes supplemental information.
Whether XBRL replaces data aggregators in the future is still up in the air. I think 
that there are a lot of issues with XBRL data that make it somewhat prohibitive in 
replacing what you get from data aggregators in the market.

As the SEC increasingly relies on XBRL for reviews and investigations, are 
there risks for companies that file without paying attention to this trend?
The risks for companies are what they always are in disclosures. If companies 
are not careful, their XBRL disclosures are more likely to generate flags that may 
cause the SEC to reach out and ask about it. I do not think any issuer wants to 
create flags that have no merit, but if they report their XBRL data poorly, that is 
in fact what it does.

So poor tagging can raise red flags and perhaps harm capital-raising?
I am not saying poor XBRL tagging necessarily raises red flags at the SEC. It 
creates anomalies in reporting that can be confusing, leading the SEC staff to 
ask questions. However, from the market point of view, it is detrimental to all 
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filers to have inaccurately reported information. When market analysts are assessing the creditworthiness of a company 
while trying to make a recommendation, if the data is poor, that is not in a company’s favor.
If you cannot get good answers from financial data, market analysts could ignore those companies. Analysts have finite time 
and bandwidth; they will not necessarily spend the time to figure out what is wrong with the data, especially for smaller 
companies with less scope to attract institutional investors’ attention. The easier solution is to stop looking at the company.

What are some of the problems that you have noticed with XBRL tagging? Have you seen improvements?
The biggest problem with XBRL has always been in tag selection. Companies use extensions at a far greater rate than they 
need to. A lot of that stems from the fact that, early on, they had words describing line items in financial statements that they 
wanted to match precisely to an XBRL tag, and if it did not precisely match a standard tag, they customized the tag. The 
SEC allowed the practice for a very long time, and a company is not going to change it unless the SEC tells them to. A lot of 
that exists today. While extensions have dropped monotonically each year since the XBRL rules were rolled out, the rate is 
still very high—probably not for good reasons. Extensions really hurt the comparability of XBRL data, particularly for people 
who want to use the raw data to make inferences across companies.

How does DERA monitor XBRL quality and help companies improve their XBRL tagging? 
Historically, DERA has annually assessed XBRL tagging practices across companies over time. At least up until I left, each 
year it issued a report to the Division of Corporation Finance on the state of XBRL tagging: who was doing a good job and 
who was not doing a good job, sorted by types of filers (large, small, medium) and industries. DERA provided this 
information to the Division of Corporation Finance to let it assess what, if anything, should be done.

A while ago, the SEC staff issued observations on XBRL tagging and some “Dear CFO” letters. Do you think the 
staff will do that kind of outreach again with Inline XBRL?
I would be surprised. I think there are a lot of views within the SEC that things are just fine. It was never the intent of many 
there to tell filers how to tag their filings. They have allowed a lot of discretion. I do not think standardization was emphasized 
as a goal of using XBRL data. One view is that filers were doing this before XBRL and we did not have a problem with it 
then, so if they want to be non-conventional after we made them use XBRL, why should that matter?
I think that for further improvements in XBRL to happen, there needs to be a change in orientation at the SEC about the 
goal. That will require someone to say that the SEC should increase standardization of reporting so that information is more 
comparable. Until that happens, I think that we will continue to see only monotonic improvements in XBRL-tagging quality, 
and most of that will probably come from newer companies that benefit from the history of older companies and are starting 
fresh in tagging their financial information. I do not see existing companies changing their practices unless the SEC comes 
out with specific direction, as it did with the “Dear CFO” letters several years ago.

What do you see as the future of expanding XBRL requirements, such as in the proxy statement?
I think there’s good news when it comes to new disclosures. Each new disclosure rule being written today includes 
considerations on how to structure that information in XBRL. The SEC has been pretty thoughtful about what that should 
look like. It is far easier to make those changes to reporting format when you are modifying existing disclosures or asking for 
new disclosures.
I think it is relatively bad news for disclosures that already exist, such as the proxy statement. I certainly was not aware of 
any initiative before I left the SEC (and I am not aware of any since) that would go back and wholesale restructure a 
document like that. It could be complicated to do the proxy statement with the XBRL taxonomy. A lot of development work 
would be required;  it would be similar to a 10-K filing, where you would have to build and maintain a taxonomy to describe 
the different ways in which you report information. But there would also be a multitude of benefits.
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There is a proposed rule out for public comment on updating filing fees. In that 
rule there are some questions about whether the SEC should further structure 
a filing, such as the S-1 registration statement, to tag additional information. 
That is an opportunity to expand structured data, particularly XBRL data. This 
is a good barometer for what the SEC is likely to do in the future under the 
current administration.

You gave an interesting speech called The Role of Machine Readability in 
an AI World at the Financial Information Management Conference in 
2018. You have said you prefer the term “machine learning” to “artificial 
intelligence.” How is the SEC using machine learning to do its work?
It is being used in two ways. One is for narrative disclosures: a lot of 
unsupervised learning methods, topic modeling, machine-learning methods are 
being used to identify latent trends in documents. These are things that a 
human may not otherwise detect, absent a mathematical model that picks out 
commonalities in words and phrases within and across registrant filings. 
The other area is in using supervised machine-learning methods, such as 
random forest models, to enhance the ability to discover relationships that you 
would not find if you were developing models from original human design only. 
These machine-learning algorithms can look through hundreds of models to 
find which works best. That is adding some power to the existing modeling 
methods at the SEC.
To go back to topic modeling and some of the narrative disclosures that are 
being analyzed: The one that had a lot of success when I was there was 
looking at Form ADV, Part II. This is a plain-English disclosure to investors from 
investment advisors that describes their business model. When topic modeling 
was applied to those forms and then the latent trends were mapped onto ten 
years’ worth of examination data, the SEC staff found strong correlations to 
types of disclosures and topics that led to enforcement referrals. When that 
was first run, the model predicted the likelihood of an Enforcement referral at a 
rate five times greater than a random selection, or what humans had historically 
picked out. That was very encouraging.
As I left, the model had just finished its second round of calibration with the 
SEC’s New York regional office and its examination planning staff. My hope is 
that they are continuing to do that and using it as part of the selection process 
for examination candidates. When you can visit only 15% of registrants in a 
year, analytics can really help you identify which 15% you should visit.

Do you foresee the progression of machine learning at the SEC to look at 
disclosure filings, such as 10-Ks, 8-Ks, and proxy statements?
That is a great question. Narrative disclosures such as the MD&A or Description 
of Business in SEC filings are prime targets for doing this type of analysis. 
When I was at the SEC, prototyping had been done on the MD&A section of 
the 10-K. Prototyping had also been done on TCRs—tips, complaints, and 
referrals—that had come into the SEC. This is a narrative disclosure in which 
someone says they think fraud is happening.
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You can extract signals from any narrative disclosure. The question is how you 
calibrate those signals to something you care about. With Form ADV, it was 
past examination results. With TCRs, you can calibrate it to after-the-fact 
dispositions of those TCRs. That is where the value is. There were all sorts of 
avenues the SEC was going down when I left. It was being popularized not just 
in DERA but in many areas of the SEC where they have analytical units.

How do you think the European Single Electronic Format (ESEF), the 
XBRL mandate of the European Securities and Markets Authority, will 
benefit regulators such as the SEC?
When I was a regulator, the endorsement of a technology by another jurisdiction 
reaffirmed why and what we were doing. What I found interesting is that after 
the SEC mandated the use of XBRL, other jurisdictions not only followed suit, 
they also moved ahead of the SEC in their use of XBRL, and that in turn 
informed the SEC on how it might expand its use of XBRL.
Inline XBRL is a consequence of watching Europe and seeing how it was being 
used in the United Kingdom and how it was likely to be adopted elsewhere. 
That really helped the adoption of Inline XBRL at the SEC. Inline XBRL was a 
four- or five-year project that just bumped along until it gained momentum. That 
is where I think the European Single Electronic Format (ESEF) XBRL mandate 
has helped and will continue to help the SEC.
In terms of how the new ESEF XBRL mandate will impact European investors, I 
think it is a very positive development. As I understand the requirements, it is 
similar to the US adoption of Inline XBRL, but with at least two notable 
differences. The first is that filers will need only to block-tag their footnotes. This 
will make reporting easier and less burdensome, but it will also make it more 
challenging for investors to find and aggregate important nuggets of information 
often buried in the footnotes.
The second difference is that extensions will need to be anchored to the core 
taxonomy element that has the closest accounting meaning. It is hard to 
overstate what a good decision that was. Anchoring provides valuable meta 
data about uniquely reported items, making reporting elements easier to 
machine-interpret and aggregate. And by requiring anchoring, it is likely to limit 
the unnecessary use of extensions, i.e., those due to lazy tagging effort or 
motivated by obfuscation. As such, it will provide a nice benchmark for US 
regulators to assess reporting efficacy.

How are you applying your SEC experience in your new academic role?
When I knew I was leaving the SEC, I did not know what I wanted to do. I 
wanted to do something similar, just not at the SEC. What I have done is to 
recreate my former job within academia. The plan is to continue to comment 
and work on SEC rules but do that by engaging academics. I am building 
infrastructure to get academics more involved in SEC policymaking. This will 
make it easier for them to comment on proposed rules and take part in 
research that may help the SEC.
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Enforcement settlements reveal the SEC’s focus 
on disclosure
Abstracted from: Messages For Public Companies From The SEC’s Year-End Enforcement Actions
By Dixie Johnson, M. Alexander Koch, Richard Walker, and James Gorsline
King & Spalding, Washington DC (DJ, MAK, RW) and Atlanta GA (JG)
Insights: Corporate & Securities Law Advisor, Vol. 33, No. 11, Pgs. 18-23
Settlements cut errant issuers down to size. The SEC closed its 2019 fiscal year with a frenzy of settlements, ending eight 
enforcement actions with public companies that agreed to pay penalties totaling $116.9 million (although the companies 
neither admitted nor denied liability). According to attorneys Dixie Johnson, Alec Koch, Dick Walker, and Jim Gorsline, the 
settlements show that the SEC is continuing to target filers’ judgment calls on accounting and disclosure items which 
suggest misleadingly positive results.
For example, one settlement over an accounting problem concerned a company’s violation of a GAAP principle that states 
expenses must be incurred and accrued concurrently. An officer of the corporation had timed and quantified expense 
accruals to raise or lower earnings and thereby match the consensus of analysts’ expectations as closely as possible. The 
SEC decided that the accounting entries in numerous accounts had been deferred, eliminated, or even “intentionally 
erroneous.” It also found that the issuer had used other “intentionally erroneous” entries to classify two types of reserves as 
increases to income from continuing operations.
The bank stacked the deck on weak loans. In another settlement, a bank holding company had violated an accounting 
standards codification (ASC) from the FASB on classifying and taking proper charges against impaired loans —as well as its 
own rules for rating loans according to risk—by materially understating its allowance and provision for losses. The bank had 
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ignored signs of the financial distress of borrowers and relied too much on their and their guarantors’ reputations, their 
relationships with the bank, and the expectations of more business from them. In a third action described by the authors, the 
issuer bartered data sets with other companies and recorded revenue for transferred sets that had no reasonably 
determinable value under the applicable ASC. It also recognized revenue by accounting for linked transactions as if they had 
been distinct. Furthermore, side agreements to contracts also allowed the CEO to conceal from the accountants—both 
inside and outside—commitments to deliver data later, enabling the recognition of 100% of the contract revenue in the 
signing quarter.
It was vital to deal with inadequate disclosure. The SEC charged that companies had exaggerated performance by 
falsifying or omitting key financial measurements. One settlement arose after the SEC’s finding that the issuer’s workers had 
recorded certain vehicle sales only in months for which they wished to inflate results and that the issuer had paid dealers to 
report sham sales, which were subsequently reversed. Another settlement followed a finding that the issuer and its CEO had 
modified its counting methods but had not disclosed the result: comparisons to earlier periods thereby became “apples to 
oranges,” the authors point out. One company accelerated sales originally planned for future quarters to make actual results 
more closely resemble publicly released performance targets, offering buyers varied financial inducements to accept 
products early. Another company had incorrectly disclosed contingent losses from a Department of Justice investigation, 
failing to accrue for those losses and providing risk factors that minimized the DOJ’s opposition to the company’s policies. 
The factors mentioned the risk that the DOJ could take a certain position, when in fact the government had already done so.
There was sleight of hand on executive pay. The SEC settled an action against a carmaker, its former CEO, and a director 
who was the CEO’s subordinate. By means of such improprieties as secret contracts and backdated letters, the two 
individuals had increased the CEO’s compensation and retirement benefits but had hidden the increases. SEC filings 
consequently understated the CEO’s compensation and misstated why the issuer’s retirement allowances had risen, making 
the financial statements materially misleading. In another settlement, the issuer had used multi-level marketing in the United 
States and elsewhere that permitted this sales method; nevertheless, it asserted in SEC filings that it had operated differently 
in China, which banned the method. In fact, it had used essentially the same method in China. This case and several others, 
the authors suggest, indicate the SEC’s apprehension about companies that mislead investors by not only manipulating 
figures in the financials but also concealing risks and bad news.

Abstracted from Insights: Corporate & Securities Law Advisor, published by Wolters Kluwer Law & Business, 4025 W. Peterson Avenue, Chicago IL 

60646. To subscribe, call (800) 638-8437; or visit www.wklawbusiness.com/store/products/insights-corporate-securities-law-advisor-prod-

ss08943524/paperback-item-1-ss08943524.
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What every accelerated filer needs to know 
to prepare for Inline XBRL
By Dimensions staff

After a decade of traditional XBRL tagging of financial statements, the SEC has begun to require large accelerated filers to 
use the Inline XBRL format in their filings. Inline XBRL allows tags to be embedded directly into an HTML filing, providing a 
single format that is readable by both machines and humans. By moving to Inline XBRL for data on form covers and 
financial statements in reports, the SEC continues its quest to modernize financial reporting. It now proposes to amend 
most fee-bearing filing forms and rules so that each fee table and accompanying disclosure (footnotes) must be tagged in 
Inline XBRL. The proposal includes a standardized fee-table format/layout for all SEC form types, both to improve the 
HTML disclosures and to allow for consistent Inline XBRL tagging. 
The SEC’s support for expanding Inline XBRL is further shown by proposed amendments to modernize financial disclosure 
requirements in Regulation S-K (see Release 33-10750, published on January 30, 2020). In its proposals, the SEC indicates 
it is considering whether the MD&A should be structured in Inline XBRL format, with either block tags, detailed tags, or a 
combination (see Question 57, page 96).
Worldwide, Inline XBRL is becoming the standard. For example, the European Single Electronic Format (ESEF) is the Inline 
XBRL mandate issued by the European Securities and Markets Authority. In effect from January 1, 2020, and with no 
phase-in schedule, all issuers on regulated markets within the EU and the European Economic Area must submit their 
annual financial reports in ESEF.

Accelerated filers need to prepare now

The final iXBRL rules have a three-year phase-in period. Large accelerated filers were phased in on June 15, 2019. From 
June 15, 2020, accelerated filers must follow the Inline XBRL rules; and all other filers will be phased in on June 15, 2021.
The inline mandate for accelerated filers begins with the first Form 10-Q for fiscal periods on or after June 15, 2020. For 
companies with fiscal years ending on December 31, the mandate starts with the 10-Q for the second quarter. Accelerated 
filers should partner with a service provider now to successfully prepare for the SEC’s Inline XBRL requirements.

http://toppanmerrill.com
https://blog.toppanmerrill.com/blog/sec-requires-xbrl-tagging-of-form-8-k
https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2019/33-10720.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2020/33-10750.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-activities/corporate-disclosure/european-single-electronic-format
https://blog.toppanmerrill.com/blog/the-esef-inline-xbrl-mandate-essentials
https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2018/33-10514.pdf


Six points to know for Inline XBRL 

As the phase-in date for accelerated filers approaches in the United States, what practical lessons from the Inline XBRL of 
large accelerated filers can other filers use to prepare for their own filings?

1. Cover.

When preparing the HTML cover, consider both how it will appear when filed and how the data will be tagged in Inline 
XBRL. SEC rules under the FAST Act require “all cover data to be tagged” for every periodic report (10-Q, 10-K, 8-K; 
20-F and 40-F annual reports). Review the SEC’s template for each form type to ensure your filing matches the most 
current checkboxes and cover language. The 10-Q cover, for example, contains over 20 data points to be tagged.

The SEC has standardized cover items to ensure consistent reporting across companies and periods. That consistent 
“structure” allows the data to be tagged so a person or machine can read both the HTML and the XBRL data. The 10-K 
cover includes more information than it did last year, including the FAST Act table. Cover tagging should align with the 
HTML cover, ensuring an issuer is accurately telling investors its financial story.

2. Form 8-K filings.

Under the final Inline XBRL rule, every Form 8-K requires cover tagging, even those without financials. While financial 
professionals manage quarterly and annual financial disclosures, legal counsel manages most 8-K filings. Consequently, 
lawyers who manage 8-K submissions are now exposed to XBRL requirements. Issuers should engage with their legal 
staff to prepare for the new 8-K requirements in a timely manner.

3. Exhibit index.

Under the final Inline XBRL rule, Exhibit 104 (“Cover Page Interactive Data File”) is used for cover tagging. However, the 
SEC did not program Exh. 104 on EDGAR, so it cannot be attached to a submission. Rather, the Exh. 101 fileset used 
for XBRL financial statements is also used for cover tagging. Issuers are compliant with the Exh. 104 requirements by 
using Exh. 101 instead. This affects the exhibit index for filings with Inline XBRL.
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In Form 8-K, the content of the exhibit description and listing depends on whether any other exhibits are included in the 
filing. [See the SEC staff’s guidance on this topic (Question 101.04).] In Forms 10-Q, 10-K, and 20-F or 40-F annual 
reports, Exhibits 101 and 104 should both be listed, with 104 cross-referenced to 101. For example:

101.INS XBRL Instance Document — the instance document does not appear on the Interactive Data File

 because its XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL document

101.SCH XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.DEF	 XBRL	Taxonomy	Extension	Definition	Linkbase	Document

101.LAB XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

104	 Cover	Page	Interactive	Data	File	—	the	cover	page	interactive	data	file	does	not	appear	in	the

 Interactive Data File because its XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL document

Note that the word Inline is required in the exhibit index for any filing with Inline XBRL.

4. Test filing.

Review the EDGAR test-filing message for any warnings. With Inline XBRL tagging residing within the HTML coding, 
EDGAR now validates most cover data, since the SEC has programmed EDGAR to check both cover and financial 
tagging. When test-filed, any errors produce a validation warning. Service providers should review the test-filing message 
for warnings; companies should address any warnings and errors. Even if everything appears to be accurate on the 
cover, some cover-tagging issues do not appear until the test filing. Any warnings must be resolved to ensure the 
accuracy of the data being reported. The EDGAR system will suspend a filing with an XBRL error (not a warning).

5. Financial statements.

XBRL quality matters. In 2018, the SEC updated the EDGAR system to validate some XBRL-tagging issues, such as an 
incorrect negative value. Inline XBRL tags are visible in the SEC’s viewer* when a filing is disseminated. Issuers should 
work with their service providers to check for accuracy. (Note that the SEC will not be supporting the Inline Viewer in the 
future; go to Arelle Viewer instead.) 

6. Registration statements.

Does the registration statement require Inline XBRL tagging? Once a company is mandated to submit its 1934 Act filings 
with Inline XBRL, any registration statement that includes full financial statements must have the financial data tagged for 
Inline XBRL.
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